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Add a new section
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Each Creatio application contains a set of out-of-the-box sections. The pre-configured sections depend on the
Creatio product and the installed Marketplace add-ons. You can add new custom sections to your application.

Example. Add a custom [ Requests ] section to manage employee internal requests in Creatio.

To add a new section:

Click  -> System Designer -> [ Section Wizard ].

Attention. You can open the Section Wizard only if you have access to the [ Access to “Configuration”
section ] system operation.

1.

Populate the primary properties of the new section (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Section base properties

2.
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In the Title field, enter the name for the new section, e.g., “Requests.”1.

In the Code field, enter the unique name that Creatio will use to generate section objects. For example, for a
custom section named [ Requests ], the section code can be "UsrRequests." The code can only contain
integers and Latin characters. After saving the changes or switching to the edit mode, the field becomes
locked.

Note. The section code must contain a prefix, which identifies the author of the configuration changes.
The prefix is specified in the “Prefix for object name” system setting. The default prefix is “Usr.”

Attention. Make sure that you DO NOT USE any of the following prefixes or suffixes:

Prefixes: “Base,” “Sys,” “Vw;”

Suffixes: "InFolder," "Lcz," "Settings.”

Otherwise, you will not be able to import the section records from Excel.

2.
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As a result, the new [ Request ] section will be created and added to the workplace you specified in step 4. In the
back-end, the corresponding objects will be added for the new section automatically:

To see the section in the application workplace, update the page and clear the cache. Alternatively, you can log
out of the application and log back in, which will make Creatio clear the cache and apply the changes.

Customize an existing section
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can customize most of the out-of-the-box standard Creatio sections using the Section Wizard.

Select the Indexing for full-text search checkbox, if you want to display the section data in the global
search results.

a.

Replace the default section icon displayed in the application side panel: hover the cursor over it and click  -
> Upload a new image. 

Note. We recommend using a white icon on a transparent background. Image format: PNG or SVG,
size: 38x38 px. You can use the Marketplace icon library to search for section icons.

3.

In the Workplace field, select a workplace from the drop-down list of available workplaces. A section can later
be included in other workplaces. One section can belong to several workplaces.

Note. Detailed information about configuring workplaces is available in the “Workplace setup” article.

4.

After you add the new section, customize the primary section page. Read more >>>5.

To use mini pages in the section, select the corresponding checkboxes. You can set up mini pages for adding,
editing and viewing section records. Read more >>> 

6.

Select the Enable approval in section checkbox to enable approval functions in the section.

Note. Learn more about working with approvals in Creatio in the “Approvals” article.

7.

Click [ Save ] to apply the changes.8.

<Code> – e.g., UsrRequests – the section object that will contain the section data structure.

<Code>File – e.g., UsrRequestsFile – the object for storing section attachments.

<Code>Folder – e.g., UsrRequestsFolder – the object for storing the folder structure of the section.

<Code>InFolder – e.g., UsrRequestsInFolder – the object for storing information on which section record is
placed in which folder.

<Code>Tag – the object for storing section tags.

<Code>InTag – the object for storing information on which section record is tagged with which tags.

<Code>RequestsVisa – the object for storing information on section approvals.
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Attention. Some of the sections can only be edited by developer means. The Section Wizard is unavailable
in any sections designed for configuring the Creatio application (these are sections that are available in the
[ Studio ] workplace or the System Designer, such as the [ Process library ], [ System settings ], [ Lookups
], etc.); as well as non-standard sections, such as [ Agent desktop ], [ Queues ], [ Forecasts ], [ Marketing
plans ], [ Dashboards ], etc. Non-standard sections, usually, have their specific customization tools.

To customize and existing section:

Attention. You can open the Section Wizard only if you have access to the [ Access to “Configuration”
section ] system operation.

Note. With the [ Activities ] section, you can only open the Section Wizard if you use the “List” view.

As a result, you will switch to the Section Wizard of the current (e.g., “Requests”) section and will be able to

Open the needed section, e.g. the [ Requests ] section that you created earlier.1.

Click [ View ] -> [ Open section wizard ] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Accessing the configuration of an existing section

2.
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configure it as per your business needs.

Note. In the Section Wizard of the current section, you can configure the section business rules and
cases. Read more in the “Setting up the business rules” and “Setting up cases in sections” articles.

Add record pages
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up several record pages” for a section, e.g., for different types of section records.

Add multiple edit pages to a section
Open a section, e.g., [ Requests ].1.

In the Section pages area, click [  Add page ].

Note. The [ Section pages ] area view changes once you save the newly created section in the Section
Wizard: the [ Set up page ] button disappears, the [ Edit page ] and [ Add page ] buttons appear instead
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The [ Section pages ] area buttons after saving the new section

Attention. To add multiple section pages, you need to configure the section main page by clicking [ Edit
page ] first. Read more >>>

2.

Populate the fields in the opened window (Fig. 3):

Fig. 2 Adding a new edit page

3.
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Which field will determine the page layout? – select the field, whose values will determine, which page to
use for each record. For example, in the [ Requests ] section, you can set up different edit pages for different
request categories: online requests and offline requests.

Note. The corresponding lookup column must be added to the section page, otherwise, it will not be
available for selection in the drop-down list of the [ Which field will determine the page layout? ] field.

1.

Select the value of the "..." field for which the new page will be used – the value of the lookup field
selected at the previous step. You can specify which page to use for each value in the lookup.

Note. For new sections, populate the corresponding lookup with values in advance, You can also enter
a new value directly in the [ Select the value of the "..." field for which the new page will be used ] field
and Creatio will offer to add this lookup value. Read more >>> 

Fig. 3 Adding a new edit page

2.

Page name – the name of the new section page. The field is populated with a default value that looks as
follows: “Edit page: “Section name” (Name of the corresponding lookup value).” For example, “Edit page:
"Requests" (Online).” You can rename the page using any custom name to make it clearer for other users,
e.g., ”Online requests”  (Fig. 3).
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Disable section page

Delete section page
You can remove a page from the list of section pages completely:

Click Continue.3.

On the Content Designer page that opens, configure the added page.

Note. You can set up additional section pages similarly to setting up the first section page.

Multiple pages of the same section can differ from each other: you can apply separate business rules for the
page fields and link different section cases to each section page, as well as add different field groups and
details that are only relevant for this particular request category.

4.

Delete the value in the [ Values of the “...” lookup ] column in the [ Section pages ] area.1.

After you delete the data, the field will automatically set to “Not used.” The page will be saved, but will not open
for users (Fig. 1).

2.

Click Save to save the changes in the section.

Fig. 1 The section edit page is not used anymore

3.
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Change the column that determines the page view

In the [ Section pages ] block of the Section Wizard, click  next to the name of the section page you want

to delete.

1.

Select [ Remove ] from the drop-down menu (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Deleting a section page from the section

2.

In the [ Section pages ] area, click .1.

In the opened window, select the new lookup field, e.g., “Type” instead of “Category.”

Note. After you change the column, the [ Values of the “...” lookup ] field value will be set to “Not used”
for all edit pages configured earlier.

2.

Specify the selected lookup values that will use the configured edit pages.3.

Rename the pages accordingly if needed (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Changing the column that determines the page type

4.
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Set up page fields
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

In the Page Designer, you can add, modify, hide or delete fields on a record page. You can also manage the
structure of the section data (i.e., the list of section columns): adding a new column in the Page Designer will also
add this column to the data structure of the section when you save the changes.

Add fields based on the existing columns
The [ Existing columns ]block of the [ Page elements ] menu displays columns that are already available in the
section. These columns may not be displayed on the record page, but they are used in the Creatio database and
cannot be deleted.

Some of the columns may be required on the object level: you cannot create a record in the database if you do
not populate the required record columns. The required columns are marked with an “asterisk” (*) character
(Fig. 1).

Attention. All required columns must be added as fields to the record page to ensure that the record
page opens correctly.
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Fig. 1 A required field in the Page Designer

To add existing columns to the page:

Open a section, e.g., [ Requests ].1.

Click [ View ] -> Open Section Wizard.2.

In the “Section pages” block of the Section Wizard:3.

 if you have only one edit page in your section, click Edit page; a.

 if you have several edit pages in your section, click the link of a corresponding page in the list.b.

Drag existing columns from the Existing columns area to the record page.

The areas where you can drop the field are highlighted. The columns that are already added to the page do
not disappear from the column selection field, but they become unavailable in the list of existing columns
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Adding existing columns to a record page

4.
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Attention. When you add a new column to a page in the Page Designer and accidentally drop it on top of
other columns, the new column will not appear in the Page Designer working area. It will be added to the list
of the existing columns instead (Fig. 3). To display it on the page, drag it from the existing columns to the
working area of the Page Designer and do not create a new column with the same name.

Fig. 3 Dropping columns on top of the displayed columns in the Page Designer
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To change the column width, drag the edge of a corresponding field to make it large enough.

In multiline text fields, you can also change the column height (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Changing the size of a multiline column
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To modify the column properties, highlight it and click  (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Editing columns in the Page Designer

To delete a field from the page, highlight it and click  (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Deleting columns from a record page
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Attention. Removing a field from the page will not delete the corresponding column from the section
object. You can delete an object column through the [ Configuration ] section only. You can delete only the
columns that were created by you and only if they have not been added to any other pages. Base columns,
such as “Id,” “Created by,” etc., cannot be deleted.

Add new columns
The [ New column ] block of the Page elements area displays available types of columns that you can add to the
section. Below is the list of the types of columns that you can add.   
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Column
type

Type of field on the page Example

String A text field. String fields can contain letters, numbers and other
characters. Multiline text fields enable line breaks and can have a
variable height. String fields have several additional parameters.

Read more >>>

Single line fields:
the [ Full name ]
and [ Full job title ]
fields on the
contact page.
Multiline
fields: the [ Result
details ] field on the
activity page.

Integer A numeric field that can only contain whole numbers (no
fractional numbers). If you use a field of the “Integer” type on
the page, the analytical data that are generated based on the
values of this field will be displayed rounded up to integers.

The [ Duration
(minutes) ] column
in the [ Activities ]
section (does not
display on the
activity page by
default).

Decimal A numeric field that can contain fractional numbers. The [ Payment
amount ] field on
the invoice page.

Date/Time Date fields are necessary for registering calendar information. The [ Start ] and
[ Due ] fields on the
activity page.

Lookup Enables you to select values from a list that was created
manually or imported. The values available in the list are stored
in the corresponding lookups. Users can populate lookup fields
either by selecting a value from a drop-down list or the pop-up
lookup window. Lookup fields have several additional
parameters.

Read more >>>

Drop-down list
lookup fields: the
[ Type ] and [ Role
] fields on the
contact page.

Pop-up window
lookup fields: the
[ Owner ] and
[ Reporter ] fields
on the activity
page.

Boolean Can contain one of the two logic values: “Yes/No.” A Boolean
field cannot be required.

“Checkbox” fields,
such as the
[ Remind owner ],
[ Remind author ]
fields on the
activity page, etc.
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To add new columns to the section:

Attention!. When you add a new field to a page, the corresponding column is added to the section object,
once you save the changes in the Section Wizard.

Specify the parameters of the new column and the page field used to populate it. The set of available
parameters may differ depending on the field type.

Open a section, e.g., [ Requests ].1.

Click [ View ] -> Open Section Wizard.2.

In the “Section pages” block of the Section Wizard:3.

 if you have only one edit page in your section, click Edit page; a.

 if you have several edit pages in your section, click the link of a corresponding page in the list.b.

Select the needed type of column in the New column area and drag it to the page similarly to working with
the existing columns (Fig. 1).

Dragging and dropping a new column to the section page will add a new field of the corresponding type and a
new corresponding column to the database.

Fig. 1 Adding new columns to a record page

4.
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Example of the [Subcategory] field parameters on a request page

 

In the [Title] field of any section column, you can set up different localizations for the field name by clicking 

. This enables quick search for the necessary translation of the field title when you need it.
You can manage the list of available languages in the [Languages] section. Learn more about the localization
process in the “Custom localization” article.

Note. Similarly, you can set the field title localizations when working with column fields in the Detail Wizard
and the [Pre-configured page] business process element.

Entering a field title in multiple localizations
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Set up string columns
When working with string columns, you may use single-line text fields or multiline text fields.

The Multiline text parameter is unique to “String” fields. Multiline text fields have variable height and are
designed for entering larger volumes of text that might take several paragraphs, such as the [ Description ] field.
If you select the Multiline text checkbox, you will be able to modify the field height in the Page Designer by
simply dragging it to the size you need (Fig. 1).

Leave the [ Multiline text ] checkbox cleared to add a single-line text field.

Fig. 1 Changing the size of a multiline column
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In the [Text length] field, you can specify how many characters a page field can contain. You can set the [Text
length] field value to 50 characters, 250 characters, 500 characters or select the unlimited length of a field.

Specifying the field length
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Note. Similarly, you can set the field text length for the [Pre-configured page] business process element in
the Pre-configured Page Designer when working with business processes.

Set up date/time columns
You can use the [Format] field to select the date format when setting up a “date/time” column for your section
page. The [Format] field available options include: 

Specifying the “Date/time” column format

 

When you modify the “date/time” column format for an existing section, the data in this column for existing

“Date” - the field will only display the specified date in the corresponding format

“Time” - the field wil only display the specified time

“Date\Time” - the field will display both the specified date and the time
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records will be updated as well. If your new column format is less precise than the previous one the data for
existing records will become less precise as well. For example, if you change the “Date/time” format to “Date”
you may lose the data about the time. In this case, you will receive a corresponding notification from Creatio. 

Note. Similarly, you can set the “date/time” column format for the [Pre-configured page] business process
element in the Pre-configured Page Designer when working with business processes.

Set up lookup columns
A lookup column is populated by selecting a value from a list. To set up a lookup column, specify the object to use
as the lookup, the lookup view and the type of connection between the records in the current object and the
lookup object.

Lookup object
The list of lookup values is based on the records of an object (the “lookup object”). You can use any object as a
lookup object. Depending on whether the needed object already exists, select the [ Select existing lookup ] or
[ Add new lookup ] option.

If you are adding a lookup field for an existing lookup, select the lookup object in the [ Lookup ] field. For
example, select the “Contact” object as a lookup for the [ Owner ] field (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Selecting an existing lookup
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Selecting [ Add new lookup ] will add a new object to Creatio. You need to specify the name and title for the new
lookup object (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Adding a new lookup field

Lookup view
The lookup view determines the type of field that will represent a lookup column on a page:

Fig. 1 Example of a drop-down list view of a lookup field

Title – a title that will distinguish your lookup object from other objects.1.

Name – a code for the new lookup object in the database. The object name must contain a prefix. You can
specify the prefix in the “Prefix for object name” (SchemaNamePrefix) system setting. By default, the “Usr”
value is used.

Note. After you save the changes in the Section Wizard, a new lookup will automatically be registered in
Creatio and bound to the package where the wizard saves changes. The lookup name will match the one
that you indicate in the [ Title ] field. You can view and modify the lookup content via the [ Lookups ]
section.

2.

Select the List display method to make the lookup field a drop-down list (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 Lookup value selection window

Cascade connection
Select the Cascade connection checkbox in the [ Advanced settings ] area if you need to establish a
connection between the records of the current section object and the object specified in the [ Lookup ] field. As a
result, whenever a record is deleted from the lookup object, any linked records of the current object will be
deleted as well.

The [ Cascade connection ] checkbox is usually selected for the lookup fields in detail objects – the fields that link
the detail object to the section object. For example, the “Contact address” object has the [ Contact ] lookup
column designed to link each address record to a specific contact. Whenever you delete a contact from the
[ Contacts ] section, all addresses of that contact must be deleted as well. Therefore, the [ Cascade connection ]

Select the Pop-up window display method to open a separate lookup window (Fig. 2) for selecting the value.
In the pop-up window, you will be able to filter, edit or delete existing lookup records, as well as add new ones.
This display method is a good option if you use an object of another section, e.g., the [ Contacts ] section, as
a lookup.
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checkbox must be selected for the [ Contact ] column in the “Contact address” object.

Add mini pages
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Mini pages in Creatio are “light” versions of regular record edit pages. They show a limited number of fields from
regular record pages and provide better control over the UX of your users who work with the section records.

Mini pages enable your users to perform the following operations with fewer clicks:

Note. Learn more about working with mini pages of different records in the “Mini pages” article.

After you set up your regular section pages in the Section Wizard, you can start configuring mini pages.

To configure a mini page in Creatio:

preview section records without having to open standard record pages;

quickly add and edit section records;

run certain actions right from a record mini page (e.g., making a call or sending an email message);

open the linked records displayed on the mini page in one click, etc.

Open the section, where you need to set up mini pages.1.

In the section, click [ View ] –> Open Section Wizard.2.

In the [ Mini page ] area, select the functions for the mini pages in this section (Fig. 1):3.

Add record – the mini page will open when a user clicks [ Add ] in the section. The user can then open the
complete record page by clicking  on the mini page.

a.

Edit record – this will enable the users to edit existing records via the mini page. This option adds an “edit”
button to the mini page. The user can click  in the top right corner of the mini page to edit the record.

b.

View record – this will enable the users to preview the record data without opening the standard record
edit page. The mini page will pop up when the user hovers their cursor over the record link shown in a list.

Fig. 1 Enabling mini pages for adding and viewing section records

c.

Click Edit mini page to switch to Mini Page Designer.4.

In the Mini Page Designer, select the mini page mode (Add mode/Edit mode/View mode) for the function(s)5.
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Note. Working with column properties on mini pages is similar to that of the regular section page. Read
more >>>

Fig. 3 Editing the mini page columns

selected on step 3.

Note. The “HeaderContainer” element at the top of the field setup area of the Mini Page Designer is
non-editable. It is used to display the mini page caption correctly.

Set up the layout of the corresponding mini pages:6.

Drag the necessary columns from the [ Page elements ] area to the field setup area (Fig. 2).a.

Click  to modify column properties (Fig. 3)

Fig. 2 Setting up the layout of a mini page

b.
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To configure the behavior of the fields on the mini page, you can use business rules.

Note. Working with business rules for mini page fields is similar to that of the regular section page
fields. Read more >>>

Note. You can use the [ Source code ] tab to edit the source code of the mini page and customize it
even further. The tab displays the source code of the page view module that was generated based on
the changes you made during the previous steps. Learn more about working with the source code of
Creatio modules in the “Module designer” article.

1.

Click to return to the Section Wizard.2.

Save the changes.

As a result, mini pages will become available in the section for selected functions. For example, if you enabled
and set up the “Add mode” - a mini page will open when a user clicks [ New… ] in the section (Fig. 4). If you
enabled and set up the “View mode” - the preview mini page will pop up when a cursor hovers over the
section record link in any list that shows the records of this section (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 Example of a mini page for adding a section record

3.
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Fig. 5 Example of a mini page for previewing a section record

Set up page field groups
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PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can combine page fields into groups. For example, a record of the [ Accounts ] section can contain a
[ Categorization ] field group used to categorize companies by various parameters.

To add a new field group:

You can add the needed fields to the newly created field group.

You can rename, delete and move the added field groups similarly to working with tabs.

Set up page tabs
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

By default, each new page contains [ Attachments and notes ] and [ Feed ] tabs. You can add new tabs, edit the
existing ones, as well as manage the order in which they are displayed on the page (Fig. 1).

Open a section, e.g., [ Contacts ].1.

Click [ View ] -> Open Section Wizard.2.

In the “Section pages” block of the Section Wizard:3.

 if you have only one edit page in your section, click Edit page; a.

 if you have several edit pages in your section, click the link of a corresponding page in the list.b.

Open the tab where the new field group should be located, and click New fields group (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Adding a field group on a tab

4.

In the opened window, enter the field group title and click Save.

As a result, an empty 24-cell grid area for setting up fields will be added on the tab (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Adding a new field group

5.
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Fig. 1 Page tab setup area

To add a new tab on the page:

To delete a tab, select it and click  in the right part of the tab setup area. If you accidentally delete one of
the default tabs, you can only restore it by discarding the current changes in the Section Wizard. There are two
ways you can do it when you delete the tab:

Open a section, e.g., [ Accounts ].1.

Click [ View ] -> Open Section Wizard.2.

In the “Section pages” block of the Section Wizard:3.

 if you have only one edit page in your section, click Edit page; a.

 if you have several edit pages in your section, click the link of a corresponding page in the list.b.

Click  in the right part of the tab setup area.4.

In the opened window, enter a caption for the new tab and click [ Save ].

As a result, a new empty tab will be added. On a tab, you can add field groups, fields, and details.

To rename the currently open tab, click .

To modify the tab content, add a field group and drag the required fields from the [ New column ] and
[ Existing columns ] areas. You can add details on the tab in a similar way.

To change the tab position, hover the cursor over the tab title, click and drag it to the required place.

5.

Exit the Section Wizard by closing the window and open it again. You will see the accidentally deleted tab
reappear in the tab setup area.

1.

Refresh the page by pressing F5 as soon as you delete the tab (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Restoring the deleted default tab in the Section Wizard

2.
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Attention. If you delete the default [ Feed ] tab in your section and save the changes in the Section
Wizard, you will only be able to restore it using the developer means.

Add dashboards as page widgets
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can add dashboards on a record page tab or in the record profile. For this, use the “Widgets” page elements
(Fig. 1) available on the left-side panel of the Page Designer.

Fig. 1 Widget area in the Page Designer
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You can add the following types of dashboards on a record page:

Note. More information about setting up different types of dashboards is available in the “Dashboards”
article.

Example. Create a chart that would display the dynamics of communication with a customer on the
[ History ] tab of the contact page.

To add a chart on the contact page:

Chart

Metric

Gauge

Web page

Open the Contacts section.1.

Click [ View ] -> Open Section Wizard.

Note. If you need to add dashboards on a detail page, use the Detail Wizard instead of the Section
Wizard.

2.

In the “Section pages” block of the Section Wizard:3.

 if you have only one edit page in your section, click Edit page; a.

 if you have several edit pages in your section, click the link of a corresponding page in the list (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Selecting a section edit page from the list

b.

In the Page Designer that opens, click the [ History ] tab (Fig. 3). This tab will display your diagram.

Fig. 3 Switching to the [ History ] tab

4.
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Add a new “Dynamics of communication” field group. Place the field group at the top of the [ History ] tab
page. This field group will contain the newly created diagram.

5.

Expand the [ Page elements ] block and drag the needed widget on the page. For example, drag-and-drop the
[ Chart ] widget to the new [ Dynamics of communication ] field group. Areas, where you can place the chart,
will be highlighted in blue (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Adding a chart on the contact page

6.

On the opened chart setup page, populate the first series of the chart that would display the number of calls
of the contact for the needed period, e.g., the previous quarter. Set the parameters as follows:

Fig. 5 Setting up the “Calls and emails for the previous quarter” chart

7.
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[ Title ] – “Calls and emails for the previous quarter”1.

[ X-Axis label ] – “Date”2.

[ Y-Axis label ] – “Number of calls and emails”3.

[ Object ] – “Call”4.

[ Function ] – “Count”5.

[ Chart type ] – “Line”6.

[ How to group ] – set grouping by the “End date” column for calls.7.

[ Format ] – “Day & month”8.
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[ How to filter ] – Specify the “End date = Previous quarter” for calls.9.

[ How to associate with section data ] – Specify “Id” to display the data for the selected contact only.10.

Add another series to your chart widget by clicking  and selecting the “Add series” option (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Adding series to a chart widget

11.

Populate the properties of the second series:12.

[ Object ] – “Activity”a.

[ Function ] – “Count”b.

[ Chart type ] – “Line”c.

[ How to group ] – set grouping by the “Due” column for activities.d.

[ Format ] – “Day & month”e.

[ How to filter ] – Specify two conditions for activities: “Type = Email” and “Due = Previous quarter.”f.

[ How to associate with section data ] – Specify “Id” to display the data for the selected contact only.g.

Click [ Save ].13.

For the correct displaying of data, adjust the size of the chart (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Resizing the chart

14.
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As a result, the chart showing the dynamics of communication with the contact for the previous quarter will be
displayed on the contact page (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Record page with a configured chart widget

Note. Learn more about configuring charts in the “Chart” dashboard tile” article.

Create new detail
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

A “detail” is an element of a page that displays records of a specific object that are linked to the current record.
The detail records are filtered by their relation to the record, usually, a lookup column that uses the page record’s
object (e.g., the section object) as a lookup.

For example, the [ Activity participants ] detail shows the list of participants of the current activity, the [ Activities ]
detail on the contact page (Fig. 1) shows the list of activities linked to the current contact, etc.

Fig. 1 The [ Activities ] detail on the contact page
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The detail records are filtered by their relation to the record where they are displayed. For example, the list of
activity participants is filtered by the current activity, the [ Activities ] detail on the contact page is filtered by the
currently opened contact (Fig. 2), etc.

Fig. 2 Record filtering on the [ Activities ] detail  

You can create new custom details via the [ Detail wizard ] based on an existing configuration object. If there are
no suitable objects available for your detail, you will need to create such an object.

Example. Create a new custom detail for managing equipment related to internal requests in the custom
[ Requests ] section.
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Creating a new detail involves the following general steps:

There are several recommended and optional steps that are similar to those for customizing section pages:

Step 1. Add a detail object
You can create a detail based on any available object. For example, use an existing “Activity” object to add the
[ Activities ] detail in a custom section. If there is no suitable configuration object to build your detail from, you
need to create a new configuration object.

There are several ways of adding configuration objects in Creatio, including using the Section Wizard. This article
covers creating a new detail object in the [ Object Designer ].

To create a new object:

Add detail object (if the needed object does not yet exist)1.

Register detail via the Detail Wizard2.

Establish how the data in the detail links to the section object records3.

Add an existing detail on a record page4.

Add record pages for your detail1.

Add record pages for adding or editing the detail records2.

Set up page fields, and consequently – the detail columns3.

Add dashboards as page widgets (optional)4.

Add mini pages (optional)5.

Customize the business logic for your detail pages using business rules (optional):6.

Click  –>[ System Designer ].1.

In the [ Admin area ] block, click [ Advanced settings ] (Fig. 1). The [ Tools ] window will open in a new
browser tab.

Fig. 1 Accessing advanced settings

2.

In the [ Packages ] area of the [ Configuration ] window, select the package, specified in the [ Current3.
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package ] system setting. By default, this is the “Custom” package.

In the workspace area on the right, click [ Add ] –> [ Object ] (Fig. 2). An [ Object designer ] window will open
in a new browser tab.

Fig. 2 Accessing object properties

4.

In the working area on the right, populate the [ Name ] and [ Title ] fields in the [ General ] group.

For example, specify “UsrRequestEquipment” and “Request Equipment” in the [ Name ] and [ Title ] fields
respectively (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Specifying the [ Name ] and [ Title ] fields

Attention. The object name must contain a prefix, which identifies the author of the configuration
changes. The prefix is specified in the “Prefix for object name” system setting. By default, the “Usr”
prefix is used.

5.

In the [ Parent object ] field, specify “Base object” (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Selecting the parent object

6.

Click Save.7.
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Step 2. Register a new detail
To register a new detail based on an existing object, you need to register it in the Detail Wizard:

Step 3. Link the detail object to the section object
To link a detail to a section, a detail object must have a lookup column that uses the needed section object as a
lookup. For example, the object for the [ Activity participant ] detail has the [ Activity ] column that uses the
[ Activity ] object as its lookup. Likewise, the new custom [ Request equipment ] detail needs to have a
[ Request ] column to link its records to different requests.

To link a detail to a section:

As a result, a new object will be added to the configuration.

After creating the detail object, you can register the detail based on this object using the Detail Wizard. To find
your object in the [ Object ] lookup, use the title that you specified in the [ Title ] field.

Click  –> [ System Designer ].1.

In the [ System setup ] block, click [ Detail wizard ].2.

In the [ Title ] field on the [ Detail ] tab, specify the name of the detail.3.

Select the detail object in the [ Object ] field.

The field lets you select from existing objects. Start typing the name of the needed object to filter the drop-
down list. If there is no readily available object for your detail, you will need to create a new detail object.

For example, select the custom “Request Equipment” object created earlier (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Main properties of the detail

4.

Click [ Save ]. Do not close the page.

As a result, the detail will be registered. However, if you are adding a new custom detail, or if you need to add
a detail to a new custom section, the detail object may not have the columns that link it to the target section.

5.

While you are still in the Detail Wizard, click the [ Page ] tab (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Navigating to editing the page

1.
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Drag the [ Lookup ] field from the [ New column ] list on the left to the workspace area on the right (Fig. 2).
A [ New column ] popup box will appear.

Fig. 2 Creating a lookup field

2.

Populate the properties in the [ New column ] pop-up:3.

In the [ Title in DB ] field, specify the displayed name of the new field, e.g., “Request;”a.

In the [ Name in DB ] field, specify the unique name for the field in the database, preceded by a prefix,
e.g., “UsrRequestsLookup;”

b.
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Attention. The [ Name in DB ] field must contain a prefix that identifies the author of the
configuration changes. The prefix is specified in the “Prefix for object name” system setting. By
default, the “Usr” prefix is used.

In the [ Lookup ] block, click [ Select existing lookup ] (Fig. 3).c.

In the [ Lookup ] field, select the object of the section, to which the detail should be linked. For
example, to link the detail to the records of the custom [ Requests ] section, select the “Requests”
object as the lookup.

Fig. 3 The settings of a lookup column that links a detail to a section

d.

If you want the detail records to be deleted along with the section record that they are linked to, select the
[ Cascade connection ] checkbox (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Cascade connection

4.
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Add an existing detail on a record page
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can add an existing detail as an element on a record page. An “existing detail” is a detail, registered in the
Detail Wizard.

Add a registered detail to the page

Example. Display a previously created custom “Request for Equipment” detail on the record page of the
custom [ Requests ] section.

Click [ Save ] in the [ New column ] popup box to save the lookup column.5.

Click [ Save ] on the [ Page ] tab to save the detail.

As a result, a new detail will become available for adding in the section. For example, a custom [ Request
equipment ] detail will become available for adding in the custom [ Requests ] section.

Once the setup of the new detail is complete, you will need to add the detail to the section page.

 

6.
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To add a detail on a section record page:

Open the needed section, e.g., the [ Requests ] section.1.

Click [ View ] -> Open Section Wizard.2.

In the [ Section pages ] block of the Section Wizard:3.

 if you have only one edit page in your section, click Edit pagea.

 if you have several edit pages in your section, click the link of a corresponding page in the list (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Selecting a section edit page from the list

b.

Open the tab where the detail should be located, e.g., the [ Equipment ] tab.4.

Click [ New detail ].5.

Populate the detail settings window (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Detail settings window

6.

In the Detail field, select the detail you want to add to the page from the drop-down list.1.

In the Caption on the page field, enter the detail name that you want to display on the record page.2.

In the Detail column field, select a detail object column by which the detail records will be filtered. This is a
lookup column that uses the current section object as a lookup. Usually, the name of this detail column
corresponds to the section object name. For example, to connect the [ Request Equipment ] detail to the
[ Requests ] section, in the [ Detail column ], select [ Request ].

3.
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Modify an existing detail on a page
To change the settings of a detail or to edit the detail name displayed on the record page:

note . If the detail object can be connected to the section object by one field only, the [ Detail column ]
field will be populated automatically.

In the Object column field, select the column of the section object, whose value will be used to filter the
detail records. Usually, this is the [ Id ] column. This way, the detail will display only records, whose value in
the [ Request ] column will match the value in the [ Id ] column of the current section record. In other
words, only the equipment linked to the current request will display in the detail.

Click [ Save ] -> [ Section Wizard ] in the top left corner -> [ Save ] on the Section page in the Section Wizard.

As a result, a new [ Request Equipment ] detail will be added on the request page.

4.

Open the needed section, e.g., the [ Requests ] section.1.

Click [ View ] -> Open Section Wizard.2.

In the [ Section pages ] block of the Section Wizard, open the page that contains the detail for editing:3.

if you have only one edit page in your section, click Edit pagea.

 if you have several edit pages in your section, click the link of a corresponding page in the list (Fig. 1).b.

Click the tab that contains the detail you need to edit, e.g., Equipment.4.

Select the needed detail and click  (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Modifying a detail displayed on the record page

5.
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Note. Modifying a detail title on a page via the [ Caption on the page ] field will affect only the current
section.

To delete a detail, repeat steps 1-4 described above and click  (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Deleting a detail displayed on the record page

To set up the detail page:

Open the needed section, e.g., the [ Requests ] section1.

Select any record from the section list and click [ Open ].2.

Open the tab that contains the detail you need to set up.3.

Click  next to the detail title and select [ Detail setup ] to open the Detail Wizard (Fig. 3):

Fig. 3 Opening the Detail Wizard for an existing detail

4.

On the detail setup page that opens, click the [ Page ] tab to set up the detail page columns.5.

Click [ Save ] to apply the changes for the detail page.6.
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Set up a new business rule
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can configure the basic business logic of the record pages by adding or modifying business rules.
Business rules affect the behavior of fields of the page.

To access business rule configuration in a section page:

View the list of page business rules
You can set up several business rules for a page. All business rules display on the [ Business rules ] tab of the
Page Designer (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 The [ Business rules ] tab of the Page Designer

As a result, the detail page will change and the updated detail page view will display for all records in the
section.

Open the section where you want to customize the business logic.1.

In the section, click [ View ] –> [ Open Section Wizard ].2.

In the “Section pages” block of the Section Wizard:3.

if you have only one edit page in your section, click [ Edit page ]; a.

if you have several edit pages in your section, click the link of a corresponding page in the list (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Selecting a section edit page from the list

b.

Go to the [ Business rules ] tab. As a result, the list of business rules for the current page (Fig. 2) will open.

Note. Business rules are available for all section pages, detail pages, as well as custom pages designed
as part of business processes.

4.

To add a new business rule, click [ Add business rule ]. The business rule setup page will open.5.
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Note. Your Creatio configuration may have a “legacy” hard-coded business rules. Creatio will attempt to
convert them to the regular rules, but it may not always be possible due to the implementation of the
“legacy” rules. Creatio will attempt to convert them to the regular rules, but it may not always be possible
due to the implementation of the “legacy” rules.  If a hard-coded business rule was not recognized by the
section wizard, then the name of this business rule will contain the message "(Incorrect rule)." The rule will
be executed, but it cannot be opened or disabled in the section wizard. You only will be able to delete this
rule with custom tools.

Business rule conditions
Conditions in business rules are similar to advanced filters: they match a set if actual (current) values against the
target values. If the values match, the condition is deemed fulfilled. On the business rule edit page, the conditions
are grouped under the [ IF ] node.

The table below lists the types of elements that can be matched against each other in a business rule condition:

Click [ Add business rule ] to create a new business rule.

Select a rule in the list and click [ Disable ]/[ Enable ] to deactivate or activate it.
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Type of
value

Notes

Field A column in an object that is the data source of the current page. For example, the data
source of the [ Accounts ] section record page is the “Account” object. You can select
columns of the linked objects (e.g., use the data of the account’s primary contact).

System
setting

A system setting, that in this context is treated as a field with a certain value. Be sure to
specify the system setting code (as opposed to its localizable title). You will need to specify
the system setting code manually. The list of system settings is available in a separate
article.

Business rules work only with system settings that have [ Cached ] checkbox selected.

System
variable

A system variable that in this context is treated as a field with a certain value that changes
dynamically. For example, the “Current Date” variable is a “Date” type field that always
contains the current date.

Available system variables:

Attribute The attribute value (for example, a virtual column). This option is intended for developer
customization and requires development tools.

Constant A static value of the following types: text, integer, decimal, date and time, date, time, lookup,
Boolean. Use constants to match field values, system settings, system variables and
attributes against a static value. A constant can be of any of the field data types supported
in the section.

 
The conditions for execution of business rules are combined using common logical operators: "AND" / "OR." A
business rule can have only one logical operator, which applies to all conditions of the business rule. The logical
“AND” operator is used if the rule must be executed only if all conditions are met. Apply the “OR” logical operator
if the rule must match at least one of the conditions.

A condition for executing a business rule usually consists of three parts: the left side, the type of comparison and
the right side of the condition.

Business rule actions
Actions apply “on the fly,” whenever a business rule conditions are satisfied. Business rules can apply actions

“Current Time”

“Current Date”

“Current Time and Date”

“Current user” (the current user account, stored in the SysAdminUnit object)

“Current user contact” (the contact specified on the current user’s page in the [ System
users ] section)

“Current user account”
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that implement the following behavior of the page fields:

Type
of
action

Notes

Show
field on
the
page

Show and hide a page field. An active business rule with this action shows the specified field
on the page if the conditions of the rule are fulfilled. Otherwise, the field will be hidden.  

Make
field
required

[ Make field required ] – indicates that field is required when the conditions are met.

Make
field
editable

Lock and unlock a page field (make it grayed-out or editable). An active business rule will
make the field editable, as long as the conditions of the rule are fulfilled. If the conditions of
the rule are not met, the field will become grayed-out. If the conditions of the rule are not
met, the field will become grayed-out.

Add
field
values
filter

Filter the options in drop-down lists of lookup fields. An active business rule will apply the
filter to the values available in the drop-down list of the lookup field. This type of action does
not require a condition and will always apply to the page, as long as the corresponding
business rule is enabled.

Set field
value

Fills the specified field with the value of the specified Creatio object. If the conditions of the
rule are not met, the field will not be populated automatically.

Show/hide an element on page
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up a business rule that will make certain elements on record pages visible or hidden under specific
conditions. These elements include: fields, details, field groups and tabs.

Case . Show the [ Sick leave, days left ] field on a request page for all requests whose [ Originator type ] is
an employee.

To implement this, you need to make the [ Sick leave, days left ] field visible only if the value in the request [ Status
] field is “In progress.” To do this:

Open the needed section (e.g., the [ Requests ] custom section) and add a new business rule.. You can learn
more about adding and setting up a new business rule in the “Set up a new business rule” article.

1.

In the “IF” block of the business rule, set the filter to define the conditions for triggering the business rule. For
example, to apply a rule to the requests with the “Employee” originator type:

2.
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Click Add condition.a.

In the field that appears, select the “Originator type” column as the lookup value. Note that boolean
fields cannot be used for setting up the condition since they equal either “true” or “false,” i.e., they are
always filled in.

b.

Leave the “=” (equal) sign as it is.c.

Click the  icon and select the “Lookup” field type in the drop-down list. A set of fields for specifying
lookup values will appear to the right. Select “Employee” as the lookup value from the drop-down list.

Show/hide field - configuring the “IF” condition of the business rule

 

d.

In the “THEN” block of the business rule, set up the action that would implement the needed business logic.3.

Click [ Add action ] -> “Show element on the page.”a.

In the [ Which element will be shown? ] block, select the element type to show. For example, leave the
[ Field ] element type as it is.

b.

Select field to display on the page, e.g., Sick leave, days left.c.

Click [ Apply ] -> [ Section Wizard ] -> Save.
 

Show/hide field - configuring the “THEN” condition of the business rule

d.
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As a result, the [ Sick leave, days left ] field will display only for requests where the [ Originator type ] field
contains “Employee.” If the [ Originator type ] field contains any other value, the [ Sick leave, days left ] field will
be hidden.

Make a page field editable or locked
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up a business rule that will make certain fields locked or editable on a record page under specific
conditions.

Example. In the [ Requests ] section, the users must not be able to change the applicant of completed
requests. The users must still be able to change the applicants of requests that are in any other status.

To implement the logic of the case, you need to make the [ Applicant ] field editable only for those requests where
the value in the [ Status ] field is “New,” “Under evaluation,” “In progress,” “Canceled” or “Denied.” This will
automatically lock the [ Applicant ] field for any requests where the value in the [ Status ] field is “Completed.”   To
set up this business rule:

 

Open the needed section (e.g., the [ Requests ] custom section) and add a new business rule. You can learn
more about adding and setting up a new business rule in the “Set up a new business rule” article.

1.

In the “IF” block of the business rule, set the filter to define the conditions for triggering the business rule. For
example, to apply a rule to the requests with the “Completed” status (Fig. 1):

2.

Click Add condition.a.

In the field that appears, select the “Status” column as the lookup value.b.

Hover your cursor over the “=” (equal) sign and click the arrow that appears next to it to open the drop-
down menu. Select the “≠” (not equal) option from the drop-down menu.

c.
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Note. You can use the “Make field editable” business rule to both lock and unlock fields. Whenever
the IF condition of the rule is fulfilled, the field will be editable. Otherwise, the field will be locked.

Click the  icon and select the “Lookup” field type in the drop-down list.

A set of fields for specifying lookup values will appear to the right.

d.

Select “Completed” as the lookup value from the drop-down list.

Fig. 1 Make field editable/locked - configuring the “IF” condition of the business rule

e.

In the “THEN” block of the business rule, set up the action that would implement the needed business logic
(Fig. 2):

3.

Click [ Add action ] -> “Make field editable.”a.

In the [ Which field will be editable ] field, select the field to lock/unlock, e.g., Applicantb.

Click [ Apply ] -> [ Section Wizard ] -> Save.

Fig. 2 Make field editable/locked - configuring the “THEN” condition of the business rule

c.
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As a result, the [ Applicant ] field will be editable if the request status is not equal to “Completed” – i.e., “New,”
“Under evaluation,” “In progress,” “Canceled” or “Denied.” If the request status is “Completed,” the [ Applicant ]
field will be locked.

Make a page field required or optional
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up a business rule that will disable saving records if certain fields are not populated.

Example. Make the [ Description ] field required for all new records in the custom [ Requests ] section.

To implement the logic of the case, you need to make the [ Description ] field required if the value in the [ Status ]
field is “New.” To do this, add a separate business rule and set up its conditions:

Open the needed section (e.g., the [ Requests ] custom section) and add a new business rule.. You can learn
more about adding and setting up a new business rule in the “Set up a new business rule” article.

1.

In the “IF” block of the business rule, set the filter to define the conditions for triggering the business rule. For
example, to apply a rule to the requests with the “New” status (Fig. 1):

2.

Click Add condition.a.

In the field that appears, select the “Status” column as the lookup value.b.

Leave the “=” (equal) sign as it is.c.

Click the  icon and select the “Lookup” field type in the drop-down list.

A set of fields for specifying lookup values will appear to the right.

d.

Select “New” as the lookup value from the drop-down list.

Fig. 1 Make field required - configuring the “IF” condition of the business rule

e.
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As a result, the [ Description ] field will be required if the request status is “New.” Creatio will not let you save a
record unless you populate the [ Description ] field.

Filter values in a lookup field
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up a business rule that will apply filter to the list of values in the lookup field. This will make the list
shorter.

Example. Implement the following logic in the custom [ Requests ] section: only contacts with the
“Employee” type are available in the [ Owner ] field.

To implement the logic of the case, add a business rule that would filter the values in the [ Owner ] lookup field.
To do this:

In the “THEN” block of the business rule, set up the action that would implement the needed business logic
(Fig. 2):

3.

Click [ Add action ]. In the drop-down menu of possible actions, select “Make field required.”a.

In the [ Which field will be required ] field, select the field that should be made mandatory, e.g.,
Description

b.

Click [ Apply ] -> [ Section Wizard ] -> Save.

Fig. 2 Making a page field required/optional:  configuring the “THEN” condition of the business rule

c.

Open the needed section (e.g., the [ Requests ] custom section) and add a new business rule.. You can learn
more about adding and setting up a new business rule in the “Set up a new business rule” article.

1.

In the “THEN” block of the business rule, set up the action that would implement the needed business logic
(Fig. 1):

2.
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As a result, only the contacts of the “Employee” type will be available for selection in the [ Owner ] field of the
request page.

Clear and populate fields automatically
When working with filtering values in Creatio, you can automatically clear and populate fields on a record page.

For example, you can set up a business rule that will automatically populate the [Account] field on a request page
if the request owner is specified. This rule will also filter the owners by the account if the [Account] field is
populated on a request page.

Additionally, you can set up clearing the [Owner] field on a request page automatically if the account value is
changed.

Click Add action. a.

In the drop-down menu of possible actions, select “Add field values filter.”

Note. The “Add field values filter” business rule action is unconditional. When you select this action,
the “IF” block of the business rule becomes grayed out and cannot be edited.

b.

In the [ Which field to filter and which connection in this field’s lookup to use for filtering? ] field, click .c.

In the opened window, click + next to “Requests” -> select Owner as the connected object field.d.

In the [ Column ] field, select [ Type ] from the drop-down list -> click [ Select ].e.

Click the  icon and select the “Lookup” in the drop-down list. A set of fields for specifying lookup
values will appear to the right.

f.

In the [ Which field to filter by ] filed to the right, select “Employee”.g.

Click [ Apply ] -> [ Section Wizard ] -> Save.

Fig. 1 Filter lookup values - configuring the “THEN” condition of the business rule

3.
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To implement this logic:

 

Set field value

Open the needed section (e.g., the [Requests] custom section) and add a new business rule. You can learn
more about adding and setting up new business rules in the “Set up a new business rule” article.

1.

In the “THEN” block of the business rule, set up the action that would implement the needed business logic:2.

Click [Add action].a.

In the drop-down menu, select “Add field values filter.”

Note. The “Add field values filter” business rule action is unconditional. When you select this action,
the “IF” block of the business rule becomes grayed out and cannot be edited.

b.

In the [Which field to filter and which connection in this field’s lookup to use for filtering?] field, click .c.

In the opened window, click “+” next to “Requests” -> select [Owner] as the connected object.d.

In the [Column] field, select [Account] from the drop-down list -> click [Select].e.

Click the  icon and select “Field” in the drop-down list.f.

In the [Select field] window that pops up, select “Account” on the [Requests fields] tab.g.

Select the [Clear when the Account field is modified] checkbox to clear the [Owner] field on a request page
automatically if the account value for this specific contact is changed.

3.

Select the [Populate when the Owner field is populated] checkbox to populate the [Account] field on a request
page automatically if the request owner is specified.

Setting up a business rule for clearing and populating fields automatically

 

As a result, the [Owner] field on the request page will be cleared each time the account is changed for the
corresponding contact. The [Account] field will be populated automatically if the owner of the request is
specified.

 

4.
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Set field value
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can set up a business rule that will automatically populate page fields using the "Set field value" business rule.
You can populate the field with a static value (e.g., select a checkbox), use a value from another field, or calculate
the value dynamically, using a formula.

Note. Business rules represent "page" (i.e., UI-level) logic. This means that the "Set field value" business
rule only sets values in the page fields; it does not update the database column values. The user still needs
to save the changes on the page to apply them to the database. Likewise, business rules can only be
triggered by the changes made on the page. For example, changes made to the database column values
through integration logic will not trigger business rules.

Populate a field with the value from another field
You can use the “Set field value” business rule to automatically populate a field with a value from another field of
the current section or a field from an object linked to the current section.

Example. A custom section has a [ Contact ] lookup field and a [ Mobile phone ] text field. Implement the
following business logic: whenever the [ Contact ] field is populated, populate the [ Mobile phone ] field with
the mobile phone of that contact.

To implement the logic of the case, add a “Set field value” business rule, and set up its conditions:

Open the needed section (e.g., the custom [ Requests ] section) and add a new business rule. Learn more
about adding and setting up new business rules in the Set up a new business rule article.

1.

In the [ IF ] block of the business rule, specify conditions for triggering the business rule if needed. For
example, to apply a “Contact is filled in” rule to the requests with the [Contact] field populated:

2.

Click [ Add condition ]. A new field appears.a.

In the [ Field ] field, select “Contact.” Note that boolean fields cannot be used for setting up the condition
since they are always deemed populated.

b.

Click the [ = ] and select [ is filled in ] in the drop-down menu.c.

In the [ THEN ] block of the business rule, set up the action that would implement the needed business logic:3.

Click [ Add action ]. In the drop-down menu of possible actions, select [ Set field value ].a.

In the [ Select field to populate ] field, select the field that should be populated automatically, e.g. [ Mobile
phone ].

b.

Populate the [ Specify the value to set ] field: click   –> [ Related objects ] –> [ Contact ] –> [ Mobile
phone ] –> [ Select ].

c.

Click [ Apply ] -> [ Section Wizard ] -> [ Save ].4.
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Set field value

 As a result, if someone populates the [ Contact ] field with a contact who has a mobile phone number, Creatio
will populate the [ Mobile phone ] field of the request page with the corresponding number.

Populate a field using a formula
You can use formulas when setting up the “Set field value” business rules. This enables you to implement custom
calculation logic for numeric or date field values on record pages and populate such fields automatically.

Using formulas for setting field values enables the implementation of advanced business logic, for example:

Example. Implement the following business logic for calculating the product price including tax: whenever
the [ Tax rate ] field is populated in on a product page, the [ Price incl. tax ] field for this product is
populated automatically.

calculating the product cost based on its price and the stock volume

calculating the order sum in the base currency based on the current exchange rate and the order sum in the
local currency

calculating the actual duration of a task completion

calculating the date of the next invoice payment, etc.

Open the [ Products ] section and add a new business rule. Learn more about adding and setting up new
business rules in the Set up a new business rule article.

1.
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As a result, the [ Price incl. tax ] field on the product page will be populated with the calculated value
automatically, if the [ Tax rate, % ] field value is filled in.

Setting up a business rule for calculating a product price including tax

In the [ IF ] block of the business rule, specify the connection fields, and set the condition for triggering the
business rule.

Note. To use formulas with the date fields (e.g., for calculating the date difference), make sure both
date fields are specified as “filled in” for the business rule. If one of the fields is not populated in Creatio,
the business rule will not calculate the value.  

For example, to apply a “Price is filled in” and “Tax rate,% is filled in” rule to the product records with the
[ Price ] and [ Tax rate, % ] fields populated:

2.

Click [ Add condition ]. A new field appears.a.

In the [ Field ] field, select the “Price.” Note that boolean fields cannot be used for setting up the condition
since they are always deemed populated.

b.

Click [ = ] and select [ is filled in ] in the drop-down menu.c.

Repeat the same settings for the [ Tax rate, % ] column.d.

In the [ THEN ] block of the business rule, set up the action that would implement the needed business logic:3.

Click [ Add action ]. In the drop-down menu of possible actions, select [ Set field value ].a.

In the [ Select field to populate ] field, select the field that should be populated automatically, e.g. [ Price incl.
tax ].

b.

Populate the [ Specify the value to set ] field: click  –> [ Formula ] –> set up the formula in the [ Formula

expression ] window that pops up. Use the [ Parameter ] menu in the formula window to add numeric and
date fields from the current page to your formula. For example, set up the formula for calculating the value
in the [ Price incl. tax ] field based on the [ Price ] and [ Tax rate, % ] fields.

c.

Click [ Apply ] -> [ Section Wizard ] -> [ Save ].4.
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Similarly, you can set up a formula for calculating a time period, e.g. calculate task duration based on its start and
end time.

Setting up a business rule for calculating a time period using a formula
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Add a BPMN business process to a section
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can integrate your business processes with standard sections. As a result, the section users will be able to
run integrated business processes in two modes (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 Running a process integrated into a section

Note. To be able to run a business process, a user must have access to the [ Can run business processes
] (CanRunBusinessProcesses) system operation.

To add a business process that runs by a specific record, you need to modify the process by adding a parameter
that would receive the unique identifier of the section record by which the process is run. The instructions on
how to do this are available in the “Run business processes for section records” article of the Business process
management guide.

To integrate a business process in a section:

Regardless of section records (1). You can add any business process to the [ Run process ] menu of any
standard section.

For a specific record (2), using the record’s data in the process flow.

Open the needed section.1.

Click [ View ] > [ Open section wizard ].2.
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Click [ Business process ].3.

Under [ Run business process from section ], click  (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Adding a business process to a section

4.

Select the necessary process in the [ Which process to run ] field (Fig. 3).5.

In the opened pop-up, select how the process should run:6.

To run the process regardless of section record, select [ Regardless of record ].a.

To run the process for separate section records, select the [ For selected record ].b.

If you chose [ For selected record ], select the parameter where Creatio should pass the unique Id of the
selected section record in the [ Process parameter where the record is passed ] field.

Note. If the process already has a lookup parameter that uses the section object as a lookup, it will be
selected automatically. If there are two or more parameters, you will need to select the correct one.

Fig. 3 Configuring the launch of a business process

7.
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Section Wizard FAQ
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

What is the maximum number of custom sections that one
can add to a Creatio application?
There are no restrictions on the maximum number of custom sections. However, we strongly recommend that
you weigh the need of adding a new section carefully since too many sections might affect the Creatio
performance.

Note. The list of available sections in the Creatio portal is limited and depends on the portal configuration.
Read more >>>

How do I connect a detail to a section?
You can connect existing details to your section using the Section Wizard. Learn more in the “Add an existing
detail on a record page” article.

How do I set up section cases?
Open the section, click [ View ] -> [ Set up section cases ]. You can also access cases by clicking [ Cases ] in
Section Wizard. More information about case management is available in a separate article.

Note. When working with a new custom section, you will need to configure the section primary properties
before you start configuring cases.

Save all changes in the Section Wizard and clear the cache to apply changes in Creatio.

As a result, the process will become available in the [ Run process ] menu of the section next time you log in.

8.
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Why do I get the “Field "...": Enter a value’ error when saving
new records in my custom section?
You might receive such an error if a required field was not populated before saving a new record. Make sure you
add fields for all required columns to your section page or mini page in Section Wizard. The required fields are
marked with an asterisk (*) character in the list of available columns (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 A required column in the list of available columns of the Page Designer

Section Wizard or Page Designer would not open or load.
Why?
You may not be able to open the Section Wizard due to the errors in the package dependencies in the
Configuration.

If you change the value of the [ Current package ] system setting, the dependencies between the packages in the
configuration may become incorrect. This leads to issues with the Section Wizard operation.

To fix the package dependency errors, open the [ System Designer ] -> [ System Settings ] -> [ Current
package ] and change its value to 'Custom'. Then you will be able to access the Section Wizard.

However, if you need to change the current package value for some other package, e.g., your development
package, make sure you set the dependencies correctly as described in the “Package [ Custom ]” article.
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